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A bit about us
Award-winning charity established in 2011, having since
worked with some 30,000 young people. 

 Successfully supports primary and secondary schools in
Greater Manchester, Merseyside, and West Yorkshire. 

 Aims to help young people reach their potential. 

 Delivery partner of Government's National Tutoring
Programme (NTP) since 2020. 

Provides subsidised tutoring to schools, at no cost to
parents or carers. 



Strong advocacy among testing group
Teacher & tutors saved time
Lower effort required to prepare lessons
Improved lessons & higher quality resources

Introduction

Teaching with ChatGPT

https://teachingwithchatgpt.org.uk/


Introduce practical AI tools for better
lesson planning.

Show how AI saves time without
compromising quality in planning.

Share AI applications that simplify
processes and improve results for
educators.

Aims

"AI in education is not replacingteachers, it's amplifying theirability to meet the learning needsof students." - Paul Daugherty



Outline- 40 mins
A word of caution
Practical application 1: Custom instructions &
P.R.E.P.A.R.E
Practical application 2: Adaptive instruction
Practical application 3: Assessment for Learning
Your turn and Q&A



Use ChatGPT to come up with ideas, questions & examples



Custom
instructions &
P.R.E.P.A.R.E

Tailor guidance for specific
responses.
Includes tone, style, and topic
focus.
Personalise interactions for
relevance.
Enhance quality and engagement.

Example with no CI
Example WITH CI

Comment in the chat
any custom

instructions that have
worked well for you.

https://chat.openai.com/share/73c71815-c126-45db-9885-7f6d72778332
https://chat.openai.com/share/39fa364b-6830-46ef-924c-c49feb6f9b87


WITHOUT any custom instructions

WITH custom instructions



Example WITH PREPARE

https://chat.openai.com/share/b04df84e-94c2-4aa8-b17b-d3d42efcf6c5
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Fast, efficient and
easy

Adaptive instruction

Have a think about the young people you work with:

How many unique needs or interests do you have
to adapt your lessons for each week?
How long does this take? Is it feasible?

AI is a tool to streamline the time
consuming elements of lesson

planning, using your knowledge
and experience, to create better

lesson plans, quicker.

Post some comments in the chat
about your experiences of the

questions above!



Custom
instructions

Clear,
constructive
feedback

Detailed,
structured
prompts

How do we go about it?



Prompt
engineering

Specific info
Simple language
Be as clear as possible
Break things down
Be conscious of safeguarding

https://www.techopedia.com/how-to/how-to-write-ai-promptsPrompt

https://www.techopedia.com/how-to/how-to-write-ai-prompts
https://www.techopedia.com/how-to/how-to-write-ai-prompts


Response



Feedback: Multi-turn conversations

Iterative process



Naming chats



Assessment for Learning

Example: Year 7 Chemistry

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/651e8ec21deabb1292e00f94/t/654ab713b58b3f4b68bceb6b/1699395348306/Y7+chemistry+test+understanding.pdf


Assessment for Learning



Assessment
for Learning
Extend: Copy and paste a
section of your lesson plan to
Chat GPT and ask it to generate
2 ways to assess what the
pupils have learned from that
activity.



6 key areas of lesson prep where ChatGPT is most helpful



Improved
efficiency and

accuracy

Three outcomes

Real-time
adaptation 

Enhanced
student

engagement
through

interactive lesson
plans.



Your turn
and Q&A

Custom instructions & P.R.E.P.A.R.E
 Adaptive instruction
 Assessment for Learning



What’s next?



Or send this to a school leader who might be interested!

www.thetutortrust.org/schools/register

Register interest in
tuition for your school

 Registered charity: 1144043

http://www.thetutortrust.org/schools/register

